GranVille® II LED
Evolution of a Classic Continues

HOLOPHANE®
LEADER IN LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

AcuityBrands.
The use of LED (Light Emitting Diode) light sources in street and area lighting applications is gaining momentum in today’s lighting world. Ideally, LED luminaires reduce energy consumption, facilitate long component life, and promote sustainability.

To meet these 21st century needs, it is imperative that the LED system is properly engineered for thermal and performance considerations. Holophane has exhausted many hours of research and development to ensure reliability through innovative integration of this exciting technology.
Features and Benefits

- Engineered LED system for maximum performance and reliability
- Designed for use with original globes and housings maintaining familiar appearance
- Optimized to meet existing lighting standards
- Asymmetric and symmetric distributions offer application design flexibility
- Simple access to electronic driver and components for ease of maintenance

Typical Applications

- City Streets
- Parks
- Residential Areas
- Campuses
- Walkways
- Parking Lots
Internal LED stalk design offers state-of-the-art light control and thermal management.

Wouldn’t you want the entire lighting fixture to last as long as the LED?

The Borosilicate Glass Advantage
You can have aesthetically pleasing permanent glass that sparkles and will never turn yellow or cloudy with age.

Pole Options include a variety of pole materials and styles available to complement luminaire and site architecture.

The GranVille II LED offers compatibility with the original GranVille housing and mounting arrangements for ultimate flexibility.

Trim and Cover Options for the Classic and Premier Optics offers a variety in luminaire shapes, decorative trim and uplight options.
Innovative LED Technology

Thermal Management
LED light source output and system life are optimized with proper thermal management. The above diagram shows the effective engineering behind a dedicated heat sink. Note the convection currents pulling the heat away from the critical components.

Optical Precision
As shown above, the optical system is designed to accurately replicate a point source, maximize energy savings and ensure design effectiveness.

Retrofit Existing Streetlights

The new GranVille LED system has been designed to be fully compatible with installed GranVille glass globes and housings.

Should you select the housing and LED system only, you will realize the following benefits:

- Promote sustainability
- Save on initial material costs
- Maintain original exterior appearance
Ordering Information

Dimensional Details

GranVille Classic
Maximum Weight: 21.32 kg. (47 lbs.)
Maximum EPA: 1.38

GranVille Premier
Maximum Weight: 29.03 kg. (64 lbs.)
Maximum EPA: 1.38

Performance Specifications

General
The GranVille II Classic LED and the GranVille II Premier LED are designed for ease of maintenance with the electrical module common to each of the luminaires in Holophane’s original GranVille Series. A precision optical system that maximizes post spacing while maintaining uniform illumination.

Optical System
The optical system consists of a precisely molded multi-piece thermal resistant borosilicate glass refractor and top reflector. The glass top reflector redirects over 50% of the upward light into the controlling refractor while allowing a soft uplight component to define the traditional acorn shape of the luminaire. A decorative aluminum cover and trim options are available. The lower refractor uses precisely molded prisms to maximize pole spacings while maintaining uniform illuminance. Two refractors are available, symmetric and asymmetric distribution.

The light source is composed of a cast, “finned” stalk top plate, five LED locations, and a top formed reflector engineered to replicate a “point source” for optimization. The fins cast into the stalk are intended to provide thermal management for maximum life and output. The LED’s are located on the stalk so as to provide the desired pattern (Type III or Type V) for the most efficient distribution. The reflector provides reduced uplight and increased coefficient of utilization.

Luminaire Housing
The luminaire housing, cast aluminum, cradles the refractor and provides an enclosure for the electrical module. The slipfitter will accept a 3” by 2 7/8” to 3 1/8” O.D. tenon.

Luminaire Housing/Door (M&T Housing)
Cast of aluminum, the housing opens without the use of tools and is retained on a hinge. For units with an E.E.I.-N.E.M.A. twist lock photocell receptacle, the housing contains a “window” to allow light to reach the cell. The three station terminal block is prewired to a five conductor receptacle for ease in connection the electrical module.

Electrical Module
The electrical components are mounted on a steel plate that is removable with minimum use of tools. A matching five conductor plug connects to the receptacle in the luminaire housing to complete the wiring. For photoelectric operation, the electrical module is provided with an E.E.I.-N.E.M.A. twist lock photocell receptacle.

Electronic Driver
(refer to data sheet for specific operation characteristics)

Finish
The luminaire is finished with polyester powder to insure maximum durability.
**Step 1: Luminaire**
- GVD: GranVille Classic II LED
- GPD: GranVille Premier II LED

**Step 2: Wattage**
- 100: 100 watt (525mA)
- 80: 80 watt (400mA)
- 60: 60 watt (315mA)
- 40: 40 watt (215mA)

1 Available with M & T housings only

**Step 3: Color Temperature**
- 3K: 3000 series CCT
- 4K: 4000 series CCT
- 5K: 5000 series CCT

**Step 4: Voltage**
- AS: Auto-sensing voltage (120 thru 277)
- AH: Auto-sensing voltage (347 thru 480)

**Step 5: Housing**
- A: Arcadian
- C: Convex
- F: Fluted
- L: Leaf Style-Standard
- S: Simple
- M: Modern style-swing open design
- T: Leaf style-swing open design

**Step 6: Housing Color**
- A: As specified
- B: Black
- Z: Bronze
- N: Green

*Colors are just a representation. Custom colors are available upon request.

**Step 7: Optics**
- 3: Asymmetric, Type III
- 5: Symmetric, Type V
- 6: Asymmetric Lunar Optic 80 watt, 60 watt, 40 watt only
- 8: Symmetric Lunar Optic 80 watt, 60 watt, 40 watt only

**Step 8: Trim**
- R: Ribs and Band
- N: No Trim
- S: Syracuse style cover includes decorative bands

2 Not available with GPD model

**Step 9: Finial**
- B: Painted cast aluminum ball
- C: Clear acrylic 3”
- E: Painted cast aluminum eagle
- F: Painted cast aluminum flower
- N: None
- P: Painted cast aluminum pawn
- S: Painted cast aluminum cross
- S: Painted cast aluminum standard
- T: Painted cast aluminum roman cross

**Step 10: Housing Color**
- A: As specified
- B: Black
- G: Gold
- N: Green
- Z: Bronze
- U: No trim and clear or no finial

*Colors are just a representation. Custom colors are available upon request.

**Step 11: Options**
- F: Full cover
- M/: Mayfield 1/2 optional cover
- H: NEMA twistlock photocontrol receptacle
- DM: 0-10V dimming
- PCS: DTL twistlock photocontrol for solid state
- PSC: Shorting cap
- L1H: 1.5 ft. prewired leads
- L03: 3 ft. prewired leads
- L10: 10 ft. prewired leads
- L20: 20 ft. prewired leads
- L25: 25 ft. prewired leads
- L30: 30 ft. prewired leads
- DE: ROAM concierge dimming control only available with M and T housings
- VE: ROAMview dimming control only available with M and T housings

**Step 12: Accessories**
- GVD12: Photocontrol kit with DTL photocell-120V
- GVD27: Photocontrol kit with DTL photocell-277V
- GVD34: Photocontrol kit not DTL photocell-347V
- GVBANDX: Decorative band added to glass assembly
- GV1A73X: 3 inch to 7 inch post capital. Converts 3 inch post top tenon to flared 7 inch post capital.
- GV1A73X: 3 inch to 7 inch post capital

*Use with L&S housing and GV1A73X post capital only
5 Use with A,F, & C housing only X = color
The eco savings in the production of this brochure:

1 tree preserved for the future
4 lbs waterborne waste not created
527 gallons wastewater flow saved
58 lbs solid waste not generated
115 lbs net greenhouse gases prevented
878,220 BTUs energy not consumed

Data obtained from the Mohawk Paper environmental calculator
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